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Writer’s Tools 

As a carpenter needs a hammer and measuring tape to build a house and a chef needs 
recipes and ingredients, our students need tools to complete their work.  Paper, pencils 
and crayons are some of the obvious tools the children will need as they write.  One of 
the most important tools needed for beginning writers is WORDS. Our classrooms are 
rich in environmental print and sight words which give the students access to some 
common words as they compose their message.  Homework this week is to help build a 
bank of personally significant words for your child to use as they are writing at school. 

MONDAY/TUESDAY—Talk with your child about words they would like to know how to 
spell when they are writing in their journal.  Using the sheet provided, print 1 word on 
the line in each of the 8 boxes.  Ideas include family or pet names, favourite toys, sports 
or other interests.  Since the children will be using this as a “reference” we ask that the 
parents do the printing/spelling.  Thank you  

WEDNESDAY—Add a picture for these words.   You and your child  can draw or cut  out 
and then glue/tape on a picture above each word.  Please have your child read over the 
list as you listen so they are prepared to share with their classmates.  Please do NOT 
cut the page.   

Teacher Tips 

Connections 

The Writing Achievement Standards for the end of Kindergarten is used to 

assess student writing in 5 areas.  The list you make together will assist 

your child in reaching the standard in 3 areas.  Note the underlined por-

tions.  

 Content—convey a simple message about a personally significant topic, 

understand that written words record ideas, include some basic details. 

 Word Choice—use basic vocabulary 

 Conventions—experiment with punctuation, print most upper and lower 

case letters, include some words spelled conventionally, use their 

knowledge of sounds to attempt words, demonstrate left to right and 
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Weekly Homework 

B.I.B. Thursday 
Send back the sheet with your child’s personally significant words.  

Each child will have a chance to share their work with the class.  

EMPHASIZE 

VOCABULARY OVER 
SPELLING 

We all want students to have 
strong spelling skills.  However, 
at this early stage of writing, it 
is important to guard against  
putting spelling ahead of vocab-
ulary/word choice.  We want 
students to feel free to express 
their ideas and add details to 
their sentences rather than 
settle for a word they know 
how to spell.  A student who is 
cautious may write, “I am sad.” 
A student who knows a better 
word and is not afraid of mak-
ing a spelling error may write, “I 
felt fustad (frustrated).”  
Spelling is easier to correct as 
confidence grows and spelling 
patterns are taught.  Anxiety is 
more difficult to overcome.  
Please encourage your child as 
they write.  Remind them that 
they are “kid writing”.  Their 
urge to express themselves 
with just the right word is very 
difficult to reinstate if a student 
is worried about making 
spelling errors. 


